ETHNIC DIFFERENCES IN
EARLY SCHOOL-LEAVING


INTRODUCTION
Following the general conclusion from Chapter 3, that children of immigrants on average perform at a slightly lower level than pupils of the majority population, we expect their educational career to be shorter. However, we also learned that children of immigrants do not form a homogeneous group, so in following pupils’ educational careers we are well advised to continue distinguishing several ethnic minority categories. This chapter will, like the two that follow, analyze ethnic minority students’ educational careers, seen as a sequence of educational transitions. We concentrate on ethnic minority students whose parents immigrated, but who themselves were either born in the host country, or arrived there before school start; that is, the groups that are commonly called “second generation” and “1.5 generation”, respectively.

In many countries, the transition to (upper) secondary school, at around age 15/16, is a watershed. Most of those who do not make the transition to upper secondary school are likely to have reached the end of their school career, and if so, they will in many cases find it hard to compete for jobs in a strained youth labour market; and for those who do find jobs, career opportunities are limited without higher education. While the large majority of those who do not make the transition have the formal right to leave school, they can, for practical purposes, be regarded as early school-leavers. We study modern Western countries, predominantly with mass education systems, and the sheer size of a student cohort that the early school-leavers represent suggests that in several countries they constitute a conspicuous minority. We concentrate on countries for which we have suitable data, and for which early school-leaving can be defined. Because there are few data sets that are immediately comparable when it comes to studying educational transitions, the number of countries – six in total [seven with the USA] – is substantially smaller than in the analysis in Chapter 3.

It is commonly believed that early school-leaving causes great problems for individuals and for society. Previous research unanimously shows correlations between leaving school early and ending up in crime, substance use, and other indicators of problematic living conditions (e.g., Townsend, Flisher, and King 2007). The most common and consistent finding is that early
school-leavers end up in joblessness, something found in all countries in this study (Payne, Cheng and Witherspoon 1996; Järvinen and Vanttaja 2001; Rumberger and Lamb 2003; OECD 2005; Murray and Sundin 2008; Allen and Meng 2010). To what extent these results also indicate a causal effect is not always clear but the causal story behind labour market problems is certainly convincing. Whilst leaving school early does not necessarily pose a problem for individuals, group differences in drop-out rates are nevertheless likely to lead to group differences in labour market success. Our descriptive picture of drop-out rates thus speaks to the issue of ethnic minority marginalization – if a substantial proportion of children of immigrants end up with no educational qualifications beyond the compulsory years, their chances of getting into the labour market are diminished, and they subsequently risk poverty and social exclusion.

Much research has been devoted to describing antecedents of early school-leaving. Low motivation, low cognitive ability and poor previous performance in school, disadvantaged socioeconomic background, and single parenthood are some of the characteristics that have been singled out (e.g., Eckstein and Wolpin 1999; Rumberger 1987; Alexander, Entwistle, and Kabbani 2001; Traag and van der Velden 2008). Together, these studies suggest that students who doubt their own capacity of managing further education, and/or who lack the necessary resources and external support, run the risk of leaving school early. In addition, though more difficult to study empirically, cultural characteristics (in a broad sense) are likely to be to the disadvantage of ethnic minorities – the distance to the majority culture can be assumed to impact negatively on minorities’ achievement, to spur a feeling that schooling is not “for them”, and to lead teachers to evaluate or grade them less favourable.

Previous research has shown that aspirations and belief in their own capacity are high in several, but not all, ethnic minority groups, while resources are generally to the disadvantage of ethnic minority students (see reviews by Kao and Thompson 2003; Heath, Rothon, and Kilpi 2008). Lack of support is naturally connected with parental resources and ambitions, but not confined to such. For example, some studies have pointed to the impact of school characteristics, such as their organization, size, and curriculum (Bryk and Thum 1989; Lee and Burkam 2000; Marks 2005), though the results from these studies are often difficult to interpret because unobserved characteristics of families are often clustered in schools due to segregation.\footnote{For example, the finding that schools with an academic curriculum have lower drop-out rates in the US may suggest that these schools are well organized and have high expectations on their students, perhaps combined with good teachers and strong general support to students. However, it may also be that these schools can offer advanced courses because their students are motivated from home and have high educational aspirations.}

Nevertheless, it is highly likely that schools can influence the level of drop-out, perhaps via allocating resources to students who struggle and paying attention to those who show dwindling interest in school. Therefore, if schools with a high proportion of ethnic minority students have fewer resources or less committed teachers, this may increase overall drop-out rates for ethnic minority students.

The issue of early school-leaving certainly carries a potential story of enduring misery for ethnic minority children, or at least transmission of adversity. Parents who arrive in the host country with incompatible skills and unknown credentials, and who may also experience prejudice and
discrimination, risk ending up in marginalized positions and poverty; and it is quite possible that
they transmit such acquired disadvantages to their children who therefore leave school early,
only to face similar problems with jobs and income. In addition, direct or indirect ethnic
discrimination in school (by teachers, peers, or through the curriculum) may further diminish
the chances of ethnic minority children to stay on in school. In the worst-case scenario, together
this will lead to a sizeable permanent ethnic minority underclass.

Pessimistic views on minorities’ structural integration, pointing both to unequal access to
resources and to unequal treatment, have indeed flourished in the last decades. The alternative,
optimistic, view holds that all minorities get assimilated in the long run (cf. Alba and Nee 2003).
Some immigrant groups may also have a head start. This could occur (i) to the extent that
immigrants are positively selected, e.g., that they have more drive and ambition, better
qualifications, or greater unobserved skills than their compatriots who did not emigrate (e.g.,
Feliciano 2005), and perhaps even in relation to the majority population; and (ii) to the extent
that ethnic minority groups hold high aspirations that can act as a springboard for upward
mobility among minority children, which has been shown to be true for especially Asian groups
(Xie and Goyette 1999; Rothon 2007; Jonsson and Rudolphi 2011).

Should we believe in the pessimistic view of enduring misery among ethnic minorities, or should
we concur with the optimists who emphasize the likelihood of structural integration? The
analysis of early school-leaving is one way of shedding light on this crucial issue. In this chapter
we ask: Do ethnic minority disadvantages prevail also among those who grew up in the host
society? Given the heterogeneity among ethnic minorities, we also ask the follow-up question:
do some groups get structurally integrated whereas others end up in perpetual disadvantage?

Understanding ethnic minority advantage and disadvantage
Our first aim in this chapter is to give a comprehensive picture of early school-leaving across
both host and sending countries. Our second aim is more ambitious, namely to try to understand
ethnic differences in early school-leaving.

We will first analyze to what extent ethnic differences can be accounted for by differences in
social origin characteristics. Immigrant parents quite often face financial constraints as a
consequence of their weaker connection with the labour market and lower occupational
attainment (evident for many countries; see Heath and Cheung 2007). In addition, they are often
poorly educated themselves, particularly when they come from Third World countries. Because
characteristics such as parental education and socioeconomic status are associated with
children’s educational attainment (a common finding that also holds for ethnic minorities; see
Heath and Brinbaum 2007), we expect that controlling for social origin will reduce differences
among ethnic groups.

The important additional question is how we are to understand any remaining differences
between ethnic groups, be they minority advantage or – most likely given the pessimistic tenet
of many commentators – minority disadvantage. There are many potential explanations and we
can only address them rather superficially here as our data are not detailed enough to
discriminate between competing theories. Nevertheless, we will discuss our findings in the light
of choice theories and cultural theories, and finally address the issue of institutional
characteristics – does the organization of schools or labour markets affect ethnic minority
integration?
Choice theories. According to choice theories we would predict that differences in early school-leaving primarily depend on expected costs and benefits with continuing in school, as well as the expected probability of success at the next level of education (e.g., Erikson and Jonsson 1996). Though we cannot claim to test such theories, we will compare estimated drop-out rates before and after controlling first for social origin (which will pick up much of the differences in expected costs), and then after controlling for students’ performance, as reflected in grades or test results (which will pick up most of the differences in expected probability of success). Arguably, if ethnic differences disappear after these controls – that is, if there are no remaining ethnic net differences in early school-leaving – it suggests that gross ethnic differences are intelligible using rather standard models of choice. One could imagine also that children of ethnic minority origin stay on in school if they have lower opportunity costs – this could be the case because their chances of getting a job are comparatively small, perhaps due to lack of labour market relevant networks or discrimination in the unskilled labour market (of which there is some evidence: Riach and Rich 1997). It is also possible that the benefits of staying on in school are higher for minority students – this would be the case if they would expect to have use for qualifications also in their countries of origin, or if their aspirations were aligned with their parents’ socioeconomic status before immigration rather than after, so their goal would be to “catch up” in status (Van de Werfhorst & Van Tubergen 2007).

Cultural theories. When studying ethnic minority differences, cultural explanations may have some force – after all, especially non-European immigrants come from countries where customs, religion, and life-styles may be very different from those in modern, rich Western countries. Of course, the question is whether such differences are also of relevance for educational careers. Heath and Brinbaum (2007) point to a “cultural dissonance” that makes those of immigrant origin less able to navigate in the host country – a case in point is their lack of knowledge about the host society’s school system (e.g., Kristen 2005), something that may hamper their children’s chances to succeed. Maybe they are not able to help their children with their homework at upper secondary level if they speak the language poorly, are used to a different curriculum, or are unaware of how to behave strategically with the school work. They are also likely to lack networks that could counteract such an unfavourable situation – partly because they are less likely to know well-educated natives who possess the best possible information, partly because their children are likely to go to schools where their classmates will also be of ethnic minority origin.²

There could be other accounts of cultural explanations, for example, “lighter” ones pointing to differences in tastes and life-styles (e.g., Bourdieu 1984) that would make ethnic minority children (just like working class children) feel less “at home” in school. A stronger version can be found in studies by Ogbu on black students in the USA (e.g., Fordham and Ogbu 1986) and by Modood and Berthaud (1997) in the UK. They suggest that minority students may “actively” leave school as a reaction to what they see as an alien, if not hostile, institution (an argument that is akin to explanations of why working-class kids leave school early; e.g., Willis 1977). If the

² It is notoriously difficult to distinguish “cultural” theories from choice theories. We have chosen to present a mechanism such as lack of information as a cultural phenomenon even though it is often treated as an integral part of choice theories – in our case, we assume that it is not primarily an issue of lacking a resource (such as knowledge about the school system) but rather to have a different kind of knowledge due to the fact that they have immigrated.
norm in school is the well-behaved pupil who does her homework, answers questions when asked and keeps quiet otherwise, and who embraces "white" middle-class values and culture, minority students from unfavourable circumstances may react by rejecting school altogether and leave at the first possible occasion (cf. Smyth and Hattam 2004). Especially in the USA, fears have been aired that immigrant youth, because of their marginal social status and unfavourable residential location, may be attracted to (black) subcultures in which the rejection of mainstream achievement goals is common (e.g., Portes and Zhou 1993). If it is true that a sizeable group of minority students are estranged from the school we would expect them both to perform worse and to have a high risk of dropping out, also at given levels of performance.

It would seem a corollary of cultural explanations (although they differ in their content) that ethnic minority students who come from another cultural sphere are disadvantaged in general, and that their disadvantage increases with the "cultural distance" – in our case, that early school-leaving, controlling for social origin and grades, would be systematically related to ethnic groups. If discrimination is invoked, we would expect especially those of visible minority origin (e.g., with a skin colour that differs from the majority population) to drop out.

**Institutional theories.** An important question for policy-makers is whether there are institutional differences in the risks of dropping out of school early, particularly whether the organization of education or the labour market plays a role. Our countries represent different school systems, and therefore provide an opportunity to address this question, although, given the small number of nations, these comparisons will necessarily be tentative. One hypothesis is that early tracked systems (such as the Dutch and the German) will promote early school-leaving because a substantial share of pupils has vocational skills already at the first point where they could leave school, and lower-track graduates may therefore be able to compete for a job without further education (cf. Shavit and Müller 1998). Moreover, lower-class and minority students may have difficulty in making the transition from the graduation in the lowest track to continuing vocational education through cultural and choice processes mentioned above. This would lead us to expect higher early school-leaving rates among minorities. Also if minority children are over-represented at the bottom of the performance distribution, where recruitment to lower tracks is common, we may find negative effects for second generation immigrants (and we could see evidence that some minority groups perform quite poorly in Chapter 3). On the other hand, if ethnic minority children have greater difficulties finding a job, perhaps because they lack labour-market related networks, their opportunity costs with continuing in school will be lower. The chances of finding a job without having any (post-compulsory school) qualifications is in turn higher in deregulated labour markets, characterizing primarily UK and the USA among our countries. In such labour markets, youth wages are more fungible downwards, providing greater chances of getting low-skill entry jobs, whereas the more regulated labour markets (characterizing our other countries) present higher barriers to such entry jobs and instead lower opportunity costs which gives incentives to stay on in school (cf. Breen 2005). This situation may encourage minority children in the UK and the USA to leave school early, though it may also facilitate their integration into the labour market. Thus, it is possible that we find higher propensities of leaving school early both in highly tracked educational systems (the Netherlands and Germany) and in the much more inclusive systems of the USA and UK, though for quite different reasons.

A second hypothesis is that there is a difference in ethnic opportunities between school systems that are choice-driven and those that are selective, that is, where the transition to the next level
is based on previous performance. Because (some groups of) ethnic minority students tend to have poorer school performance whereas many ethnic groups maintain high educational aspirations, a school system based on student choice may be to the advantage of ethnic minorities (Jackson, Jonsson, and Rudolphi, forthcoming). Ethnic minority disadvantage in early school-leaving may according to this hypothesis be more pronounced in the Netherlands, Germany and France, where early grades and test results are important, than in the largely choice-driven systems of Sweden, Finland, England, and the USA. However, there is an opposing hypothesis that this particularity plausible if majority-minority differences in performance partly are based on (overt or covert) discrimination of minority students. This rival hypothesis maintains that transparent selection processes such as the usage of standardized tests can have a diminishing effect on minority disadvantages because tests incur a more objective basis for track placement.

It has to be remembered that there are many other types of institutional differences across countries that could have an impact on early school leaving, such as resource distributions between schools, so the hypotheses above are mainly explorative.

**Early School-Leaving in Different School Systems: Data and Definitions**

How do we define early school-leaving? Inevitably, this will have to differ somewhat across educational systems and data-sets. The core idea is to distinguish those who progress in the educational system from those who either leave it altogether; attend only partly or intermittently; or who stay in school without progressing because they did not qualify for continuing. It could be argued that the latter group, which overall is rather small, have not taken a decision to leave and that including them among school-leavers will therefore “artificially” boost the association between previous performance and school-leaving. While we have to keep this in mind, we still prefer to define those who repeat grades or take remedial education as school-leavers because failing at this level in many cases signal an anticipatory decision to quit school, and because they in fact do not advance in the school system: the hurdle we are interested in is to make the transition, and they do not.

For students who continue, another question is how to classify those who take vocational schooling. Our choice here is to include those who go on to take formal full-time vocational studies in the group that make the transition. In general, those with vocational qualifications have considerably better chances in the labour market than those who leave school without (e.g., Shavit and Müller 1998; Müller and Gangl 2003), and in some of our countries vocational studies qualify for higher education as well. Because the distinction between vocational and academic (or general) studies is crucial for the transition to tertiary education, ethnic differences in this choice will be studied separately in Chapter 5.

---

3 This section refers to details about national educational systems and data sources that are described in more detail in Chapter 2 and in Technical Appendix X.

4 We recognize that there are courses that are “light” vocational, such as apprenticeships with some connection with schools, or shorter training courses, but these are counted as school-leaving.
With these principles in mind, we define early school-leaving in Sweden and Finland as not making the transition to any (regular) upper secondary education. In these countries, students change schools, teachers, and curriculum, and the choice of programme (or track) is essential for the future occupational career and is therefore surrounded by information from schools in particular. In this process the final grades from comprehensive school are also of importance, not primarily for making the transition (rather than leaving) but for the opportunity of choosing what track to follow (cf. Jonsson and Rudolphi 2011; Kilpi-Jakonen 2011). In both countries, the major dividing line for this choice is the distinction between vocational upper secondary tracks and general (academic) tracks, to be analyzed in the Chapter 5.5

In England, continuing in 6th form sometimes, but not always, means changing schools, and the transition is not emphasized to the same extent as in the Nordic countries. But in England too, grades, typically in the form of GCSE scores, are given just before the decision to continue in 6th form or not, and may be decisive for enrolment (Payne, Cheng and Witherspoon 1996).6 Also in France the choice of continuing or leaving school is a tangible decision, although for French students the choice element is somewhat attenuated because the school makes stronger recommendations on the basis of previous performance (as measured by the brevet des colleges at the end of lower secondary school) (Brinbaum and Cebolla-Boado 2007). France shares with the Nordic countries the importance of tracks at upper secondary level (general, technological, or vocational baccaulauréat), but in difference to those educational systems (and England) there is also tracking before this transition; a tracking that does correlate with the choices at the onset of the baccaulauréat (Brinbaum and Kieffer 2009).

The situation is different again in Germany and the Netherlands. These two countries still have early selection (ages 10-12; though in Germany this differs by regions (Länder)), so drop-out does not occur at the first transition in the educational system. For Germany, school leaving is defined as finishing after Hauptschule, or, for those who follow the more prestigious Realschule track, to leave school at age 16.7 In the Dutch educational system, students are directed in either of three school-types at around age 12: preparatory vocational (‘vmbo’), general (‘havo’), or academic (‘vwo’) (see Chapter 2 for a description). Each of the three school types prepares for a different form of continuing education. We model continuation after compulsory schooling as

5 There is a slight difference in the definition of school-leaving between Finland and Sweden, as in the latter country school-leavers are defined as those who had not begun an upper secondary school track on October the 15th the year they finished comprehensive school (graduation is in June, terms normally start in mid-August), while in the Finnish data the cut-off point is approximately one year later

6 In England, we use the Longitudinal Study of Young People in England (LSYPE), and classify those as early school-leavers who in wave 4 (grade 12) respond with “no” to the question whether he or she is "doing any courses at school or college which lead to qualifications" and who do not subsequently say that they were studying GCSEs.

7 Those who continue in vocational tracks (Berufliche schule) are classified as stayers.
being in education in the nominally fifth year of secondary schooling. This could either be the first year of mbo after vmbo, the final year in havo, or the fifth year in vwo. Therefore, for vmbo students, being enrolled in the fifth year of schooling really involves a transition into a subsequent school type often in a different school organization (entering either the upper secondary vocational mbo school type or the fourth year of havo), whereas for havo and vwo students it just means still being enrolled in the programme they entered before that year.

Table 4.1 provides some basic information on the countries of investigation, including overall dropout rates. For all countries we have data of recent birth cohorts – born in the mid 1980s – and with the exception for Germany we have performance indicators in all data sets (grades, standardized tests). Drop-out rates vary between six percent in Finland to 29 percent in Germany.

The low rates of upper secondary education for England is verified in official statistics (OECD 2009, Chart A1.2), and the relatively high rates of school-leaving for Germany and the Netherlands are not surprising given the focus on vocational studies with strong connection to the labour market.

ACTUAL DROP-OUT RATES ACROSS ETHNIC MAJORITY AND MINORITY GROUPS

We begin with asking what the actual drop-out rates are in the different ethnic groups in our countries. As the average rate of early school-leaving differs across countries (as was shown in Table 4.1), we of course expect rates also of sub-populations to differ across countries. Therefore, in Figure 4.1, we display school-leaving proportions for different ethnic groups country-wise.

It is clear that the majority of ethnic minority groups have higher risks of leaving school early as compared to those who belong to the majority population. Several groups, such as the minority groups in the Netherlands and the Turks and the Chileans in Sweden, have school-leaving rates above 20 per cent, the Moroccans in the Netherlands even above 40 per cent. In Germany, the large Turkish minority has a school-leaving rate of over 40 per cent, and most other minority groups over 30 per cent (though due to small sample sizes these estimates are less precise). However, it is also clear that even among the English, Dutch, and German majority populations, the drop-out rates are quite high. The relative differences between the majority and minority groups are greatest in the Netherlands, Finland, and Sweden. In the UK, the white majority actually exhibits a higher drop-out rate than any of the minority groups (cf. also Middleton et al. 2005).8

8 The English results are similar when we instead use the YCS data set, though the minority advantage is somewhat less pronounced (cf. Bradley and Lenton 2007). We also ran a sensitivity check by studying drop-out in Wave 3 of the LSYPE – also there, the main results stand though with slightly attenuated minority advantage.
An important lesson to be learned from Figure 4.1 is that there is substantial variation among minority groups. This is not surprising given the results in Chapter 3 of differing grades and ability measures. However, it is worth emphasizing that even if, in several of our countries, minority groups are at a disadvantage in relation to the majority population when it comes to early school-leaving, differences are as great within the minority population. In particular, pupils from many East Asian groups tend to stay on in school. In contrast, groups from the western part of Asia, such as the Turks, generally have high rates of early school-leaving; this also goes for those of African background.

**The Importance of Social Origin**

To what extent does the pattern of early school-leaving, revealed in Figure 4.1, reflect the different social origin characteristics of native and immigrant groups? Because parents’ education and occupational attainment, as well as the family structure, are important predictors of children’s school achievement and educational choices, it is customary to calculate “net” differences between groups when differences in these social origin characteristics have been accounted for (just as in Chapter 3). This is done by fitting multivariate probit models to our data, for each country. In these models, we use the majority population as a reference point, and calculate the difference to this group for each of our minority groups. In our presentation these are expressed as percentage point differences with positive signs meaning higher drop-out rates.\(^9\) The results are shown in Figure 4.2, which contrast the “gross” differences between groups (the red, upper, bars) with the “net” one, controlling for social origin and family status (the blue, middle, bars).

As we are now comparing school-leaving rates within host countries, we shift focus from the countries of destination to the countries of origin. Figure 4.2—4.4 thus makes a rather crude geographical division of the sending countries from which our respondents’ parents originate, countries that in turn are subsumed under larger geographical areas, namely European countries (where Eastern and Southern Europe are distinguished) in Figure 4.2; Asian countries (dividing Asia, rather inexactly, into West, East, and South-East) in Figure 4.3; African (where again a rough division is made between North African and Sub-Saharan countries) and Caribbean countries in Figure 4.4.

It is quite clear that controlling for social origin does away with most of the ethnic minority disadvantages that we registered in Figure 4.1 (compare the size of the upper red bars with the middle blue ones). For example, the high drop-out rates for children whose parents come from the Western part of Asia (Middle East, and Turkey in particular) are to a large extent – though not entirely – due to these parents’ low level of education and their lower socioeconomic attainments. The same goes for children of most European and African immigrants. For a

\(^9\) Because probit coefficients cannot be compared across models or data-sets, we follow the advice in Mood (2010) and calculate average marginal effects (AME). What we present is then estimated average percentage differences in early school-leaving rates between groups, had these groups been similar in terms of parental education and class, as well as family structure (in addition, the models control for gender of the respondent).
number of these groups the initial difference in drop-out rates are reduced by half or more when controlling for social origin. We should beware, however, that controlling for occupational attainment (which also includes an indicator of joblessness) wipes out some of the ethnic minority disadvantage that is in fact a consequence of their minority status. That is, the inherent counterfactual of the statistical model that controls for social origin asks us to imagine a child of an immigrant parent who has got the same education, labour market status, and social class position as a parent in the native group. However, at least some of the immigrant groups – notably the visible minorities – are at such a disadvantage in host societies’ labour markets that their comparison group among native parents is strongly negatively selected, that is, they possess some unobserved characteristics that probably suppress the educational achievements of their offspring.\(^\text{10}\) On the other hand, it is possible that for some groups our controls are not good enough: this could be the case, especially, for parents’ education – we know that at least for some origin countries (such as those in the Third World) the lowest educational category may conceal illiterate parents.

Even though the inclusion of social origin indicators substantially reduces the disadvantage that ethnic minority groups experience, in some cases there is a remaining difference. For example, children with African, Turkish, and (ex-) Yugoslav origin suffer from relatively high drop-out rates. However, in absolute terms these additional disadvantages seldom exceed five percentage points – a size which, on the other hand, is not altogether trivial in Finland and Sweden where leaving school early is uncommon. The group with the most unfavourable situation, once we have controlled for social origin, is the Surinamese/Antilles in the Netherlands and the Russian minority in Germany, both of whom suffer a ten percentage points’ greater disadvantage than the majority group controlling for social origin.

It is worth stressing that the net differences in drop-out rates are unsystematic across both origin and destination countries (with the exception of England). In fact, there are several examples of groups who have higher propensities to stay on than the majority groups: Africans in France, Iranians and South-East Asians in Sweden, and all minority groups in England do better than the majority at this early hurdle in the educational career. All in all, there is little to suggest that the ethnic minority status itself bestows such great disadvantages upon children of immigrants in our countries – the gross differences that we registered in Figure 4.1 appear to a large extent to be a consequence of the educational and job-related disadvantages that immigrant parents suffer.

**The Importance of School Performance**

The remaining ethnic differences that we have seen in Figure 4.2., in the models that accounted for social origin, are possibly a result of different school performance across ethnic groups – something that we could document in Chapter 3 above. As we know that both the majority population and ethnic minority groups are largely advised by their grades, or test results, in their educational decisions, we may believe – in common with typical choice theories – that if we

\(^{10}\) An alternative model would not contain endogeneous variables such as occupation or family structure. However, we have tested this model on Swedish data, and the changes in minority-majority differences were slight.
could account for grades, all ethnic differences would vanish. Because we are in the fortunate situation to have five countries with information on grades (or similar), we run a final model in Figure 4.2—4.4 that includes these variables. The results are shown by the lower, yellow, bars. When we control for grades much of the remaining ethnic differences disappear entirely or are reduced to trivial sizes. This is especially true of some of the African minorities, and of children to Turkish and other Western Asian immigrants that lagged behind in their school achievement; on the other hand, some East and Southern Asian groups now appear to have somewhat less of an advantage over the majority group in their retention propensities (because they excel in their grades).

**Conclusions and Discussion**

We have studied early school-leaving among immigrants' children, who themselves were born in the host country or arrived before school start. Even though several minority groups have relatively high rates of early school-leaving, most of this could be accounted for by the social composition of minority and majority groups – because many of the immigrant groups have low education and unfavourable social class positions, they are probably less able to support their children in their school achievements and educational choices.

When we furthermore controlled for previous school performance (by grades or test-scores) almost all of the remaining differences between ethnic groups disappeared – once we compare students with similar social origin and probability of success at upper secondary level of education, the choice to leave school does not differ much between ethnic groups (and are equally often to the advantage of minorities). This lends, one could argue, some credibility to choice theories suggesting that children in ethnic minority groups – just like majority group students – leave school simply as a response to lack of resources in their family of origin and to poor school performance. The importance of the latter is evident by results showing that previous performance is a very strong predictor of the choice to continue in school in ethnic minority groups as well as in the majority population (e.g., Jonsson and Rudolphi 2011).

We are not in a position to refute any theories, given the rather crude analyses we have undertaken, but the cultural explanations we outlined above do not find much support in our data. The idea that cultural dissonance would be of importance (Heath and Brinbaum 2007), while highly plausible in theory, does not square well with our empirical results: several minority groups from cultural, religious, and language groups that are strikingly different from the host country do well in school, whereas some culturally closely related groups (even from neighbouring countries) do worse. It is still possible, of course, that there are more specific

---

11 Jonsson and Rudolphi (2010) tested another choice-inspired idea on Swedish data, namely that the high incidence of early school-leaving among children of Middle East origin could be explained by the fact that so many of their parents are self-employed (around 40% of the Turks, for example), making the choice of early labour market entry, and presumably integration into their parents' business, rational (especially if viewed as a family decision). However, it turned out that early school-leaving was as common among those with employed parents as among those with self-employed parents.
cultural theories that could explain why some groups do better or worse than others, but such theories need to be much better developed in order not to appear as ex-post constructions.

Another cultural assumption, drawing on the idea of "oppositional cultures" and cultural distinctions, suggests that the school is experienced as an alien place by ethnic minority students who subsequently become discouraged from further studies and withdraw from school. Though a popular theory, some have expressed doubt in the empirical support for it (e.g., Downey 2008), and our new analyses support such skepticism. Likewise, our results do not support the more critical idea that ethnic minority students are "pushed out" of school to a large extent due to discrimination of different forms (inherent in the curriculum and text-books, or performed by teachers or peers) (e.g. Fine 1991; Smyth and Hattam 2004). If Western schools were generally repellent for ethnic minority students - because they embrace oppositional cultures and/or are discriminated against - we would expect that ethnic minorities at large would do poorly and leave school early, which is not the case. In particular, we are struck by the lack of any discernable pattern that would show greater drop-out rates for visible minorities, net of social origin. To the extent that there is a "cultural bias" of schools it appears to take its toll primarily for children from less advantageous social and educational backgrounds, and ethnic minority students suffer from this because their parents often have poorer qualifications and occupy more disadvantageous social positions than majority students' parents.

While choice theories appear to tell a plausible story of early school-leaving, there are remaining differences to account for also when we control for both social origin and previous performance. These are both in terms of ethnic disadvantage (some, though not all, West Asian and Northern African groups) and advantage (mostly minorities in England). In trying to explain these results, it is tempting to invoke specific circumstances, for example, the lower opportunity costs of ethnic minority children in England (as the majority children who leave school have much higher employment rates than ethnic minority children who do so; which in itself is unexpected given the greater flexibility of wages in England). However, just as we felt uncomfortable in applying cultural explanations for specific findings above, we feel that further exploration of the net differences registered in Figure 4.2—4.4 must await more detailed data.

It is of great relevance to compare the ethnic minorities' situation in drop-out rates across our countries, to get a clue to whether institutional differences - in schools or labour markets - make a difference. However, we have few cases, and our hypotheses are imprecise because we know little about the way institutional differences impinge on ethnic differences. Neither of our rival hypotheses that ethnic differences may be greater in countries with early selection in school (e.g., in the Netherlands and Germany) or in countries with less "objective" measures of performance, gets much support. Likewise, the idea that ethnic minorities would drop out more in countries with deregulated labour markets (England and the USA) does not stand up to empirical scrutiny. The ethnic minority disadvantage appears to be greatest in Finland and the Netherlands, two countries that stand in stark contrast with regard to early selection. The minority advantage is, as mentioned, greatest in England (and to some extent in France).

12 The relatively big differences between the Finnish majority population and children of immigrants in early school-leaving may to some extent be due to a compositional effect. In Finland, where immigration is quite recent (and still of little numerical importance) children in our study are more likely to be born abroad in comparison with other countries in our sample, that is, to more often be 1,5 generation than 2nd generation. This makes it less probable that their parents are integrated into the host society, have learned the language, etc.
Comparing countries is difficult, however, because those we study have different composition of ethnic minorities. What we could do as a preliminary way of “holding constant” of this is to look at the results for children of Turkish ancestry, because they are a significant minority in Germany, Sweden, and the Netherlands. The disadvantage experienced by children of Turkish origin in these three countries is quite similar, which does not support the idea that differences in school systems are of importance for ethnic inequalities. In chapter XX we will scrutinize the relationship between national institutional and economic factors and ethnic educational disadvantage.

To conclude, our results speak in favour of an optimistic interpretation of structural integration, and mostly rebut the pessimistic views of enduring misery among immigrant groups. We have three caveats to that interpretation. First, our respondents grew up in the host countries – newly arrived immigrant children fare much worse, so integration may take time, perhaps a whole generation. Second, our results may to some extent be illusory if minority children have higher drop-out rates later on during upper secondary school – perhaps as a result of being “over-advising” by their schools (Driessen 2006; Van de Werfhorst and van Tubergen 2007). Such an analysis is outside the scope of this chapter, but the apprehension is in fact given some support in other studies for England (Middleton et al. 2005) and for Sweden (Jonsson and Rudolphi 2010), although our impression is that our main conclusions still stand.

Third, notwithstanding the good news from our statistical models in Figure 4.2, we want to finish this chapter by revisiting the first graph, showing the actual school-leaving rates among different groups (Figure 4.1). These figures do suggest that several minority groups face gross disadvantages that are real and therefore have real consequences: Although predominantly because of quite general socioeconomic processes, many will follow their parents in joblessness and marginalized positions. As many as one in five of some ethnic minority groups (Turks and Chileans in Sweden; Africans and Ex-Yugos in Finland; Pakistanis in England) will enter the modern 21st Century labour market largely lacking marketable qualifications – although this is true also for almost every fourth child of majority origin in England. These figures are markedly higher in the Netherlands and Germany, but there the school-leavers in many cases have vocational qualifications. Whether early school-leavers, born in the mid- to late 1980s, despite their early exit from school manage to make a career, or at least get a firm footing in the labour market, remains to be seen. Some will get back to school, and for a substantial minority, self-employment – perhaps often of a marginal sort – will be the solution. At any event, it is quite likely that pockets of misfortune will linger on for children of immigrants, but in much reduced form as compared to the vulnerability of many first generation immigrants. We thus envisage that children of ethnic minority origin, even when born into the host country, will continue to be over-represented among those with a precarious situation in the labour market; at the same time as many of their brothers and sisters will succeed both in education and employment. This polarized fate of ethnic minority children is both a promise and a challenge for the future.

It is quite possible that the “Turkish” group differs across countries: In Sweden, there is a tangible proportion of Kurds and Syrians among the Turks, for example. Controlling for parents’ education and class position will erase some of these differences.
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Table 4:1. Transition rates to (upper) secondary education, at approximately age 15/16, by country; description of data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Data on performance</th>
<th>Age at T Birth cohort</th>
<th>Measure of performance (age at measure)</th>
<th>Early school-leaving rates (total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1984-88 GPA teacher assigned (16)</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1982-87 Grade sum teacher assigned (16)</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1984-85 Stdz test scores (15/16)</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>1989-90 GCSE test scores (15/16)</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1987 Test scores (12)</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>16-20?</td>
<td>? No indicator in the data set</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Not yet</td>
<td>18?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 4.2.** Average Marginal Effects (AME) from probit analyses of early school-leaving, contrasting majority population with ethnic minorities. Model 1 is a gross model, Model 2 controls for social origin, and Model 3 controls for grades (equivalent). Part I: European origin groups by region by host country.
Figure 4.3. Average Marginal Effects (AME) from probit analyses of early school-leaving, contrasting majority population with ethnic minorities. Model 1 is a gross model, Model 2 controls for social origin, and Model 3 controls for grades (equivalent). Part II: Asian origin groups by region by host country.
Figure 4.4. Average Marginal Effects (AME) from probit analyses of early school-leaving, contrasting majority population with ethnic minorities. Model 1 is a gross model, Model 2 controls for social origin, and Model 3 controls for grades (equivalent). Part III: African and Caribbean origin groups by region by host country.
Chapter 4 in: Anthony Heath and Yaël Brinbaum (Eds.), Unequal attainments: Ethnic educational inequalities in ten Western countries. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Proceedings of the British Academy 196: 95-118. Chapter 4 in: Anthony Heath and Yaël Brinbaum (Eds.), Unequal attainments: Ethnic educational inequalities in ten Western countries. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Proceedings of the British Academy 196: 95-118. Only RUB 79.09/month. ethnic differences in educational achievement. STUDY. Flashcards.Â studied underachievement of Bangladeshi and Pakistani women, detailing this is due to poverty, culture and family values, resulting in these women being more likely to leave school, with 0 qualifications (b-52% p-40%). what solutions have been proposed to tackle underachievement in pakistani and bangladeshi women? southhall black sisters, newham asian womens project, connexions, more funding for ethnic minority communities. what is the impact of culture on educational attainment of black boys? (sewell). 57% of afro carribean males lack a male role model, so are attracted to gangs who can repla We find sizeable gross differences in early school-leaving between the majority group and some, but far from all, ethnic minority groups, mainly to the disadvantage of minorities. Most differences disappear when we compare those with similar social origins, however, and once we also control for educational performance (grades, or test results) a substantially important disadvantage remains for only one minority group out of the 42 we study. In particular, except for those from the Middle East, Asian minority groups have very high continuation rates into upper secondary education. Early school-leaving in the Netherlands: The role of family resources, school composition and background characteristics in early school-leaving in lower secondary education. Article. Early school leaving. Although ESLers are not a homogeneous group, ESL is associated with a wide range of economic and social disadvantages. Minority ethnic and/or migrant groups are seen as over-represented within early school leavers in the Netherlands, Austria, Norway, Spain and England4 â€” to have experienced high rates of mobility â€” both residential mobility and school mobility â€” to be concentrated in particular areas; The clustering together of young people from poor families, in communities with particular patterns of occupation, employment and unemployment, of. There are more than 200 countries in the world and even more nations. The world is open now and at your work, during your business trips and studies or just through the Internet you can be involved in the multicultural communication. Someone thinks that for efficient conversation good communicational skills and language proficiency (usually, in English) are enough. However, it's not easy.